SECRET SAVIN
F45-0243 F45D-114
POSS REFLECTIONS OF PUEBLO
A. F45-0184 231225Z - SMI 06308
B. P2-171 230850Z

1. □ HAS COMPLETED DETAILED CHECK FOR REFLECTIONS OF PUEBLO
MENTIONED REF ALFA. ALTHOUGH PUEBLO WAS NOT IDENTIFIED IN ANY
INTERCEPT BETWEEN 8 JAN AND 23 JAN INCIDENT, UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL
ACTIVITY WAS NOTED IN VICINITY OF PUEBLO INCIDENT DURING EVENING
OF 22 JAN. SOURCE ADVISES THAT SINCE FOREIGN MERCHANT VESSELS
ROUTINELY SAIL IN THIS SEA AREA, IT IS DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY VESSELS.

□ SUMMARY OF ACTIVITY FOLLOWS (TECH DATA AVAIL UPON REQUEST):
AT 220700Z JAN, TWO VESSELS, IDENTIFIED AS NK FISHING BOATS, WERE
REPORTED BY KALGOCH'IKI (39-19N 127-33E) AT A POINT 27.5
N/MILES
(39-20N 128-08E) EAST OF KALGOCH'IKI. ONE OF THESE TWO VESSELS
DISAPPEARED 35 N/MILES (39-40N 128-05E) EAST OF KALGOCH'IKI AT
0920Z. KALGOCH'IKI CHANGED THE VESSEL TYPE INDICATOR FOR THE SECOND
VESSEL TO UNIDENTIFIED AT 1200Z IN THE AREA OF 39-19N 128-06E.
THIS VESSEL DISAPPEARED 30 N/MILES (39-20N 128-08E) EAST OF
KALGOCH'IKI AT 1235Z. ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL WAS REPORTED
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34N/8MILES (39-13N 128-16E) SOUTHEAST OF KALGOCH'IRI AT 1200Z.
SAILING NORTH. AT 1235Z, THIS UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL DISAPPEARED.
30N/8MILES (39-18N 128-11E) EAST OF KALGOCH'IRI.

2. WILL LEAVE TO DIRNSA DISCRETION WHETHER ABOVE SHOULD BE FWDED.
JCS/JRC